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Finally, after two years of waiting, we get the last season's premiere of one of, if not the best show ever, and it's good as ever.This great first episode practically showed every (alive) character and what they're doing after the mayhem of the last season's finale.First of all, the opening scene was top-notch, one of the best opening of this show and any
show in general with its great cinematography, which it's just a given with this masterpiece of a show.We see Nacho on the run and the fact that we still don't know how his fate is going to be makes his scenes so much more tense and stressful and Better Call Saul is a master at making a scene tense.Then we have our good boy lawyer Saul with Kim or should I say Kim alone - plotting against Howard, which I feel pity for ever since it was revealed that that C word Chuck was forcing him to be an arse to Jimmy. He's not a saint or anything, but you still do feel bad for him a little.I read a very interesting comment on Youtube which was really true and I'm paraphrasing here: One of the most
unexpected twists of this show, is that we all thought Kim is going to be Jimmy's moral compass and when she eventually leaves him, he'll become Saul Goodman, which would've been very Daenerys like, but instead we see that now Kim has become more Slippin' than Jimmy himself and breaking bad side by side him, and it's so natural that won't
notice. And this first episode is a testament to that.It's really interesting to see that now Jimmy has his doubts and maybe doesn't wanna go through with it and Kim has become kinda cold and doesn't care anymore.Also, the whole scene with Jimmy in the golf club was amazing and hilarious at the same time and it was fun figuring out just wtf he was
doing while watching it.And what they had set up in this episode is probably gonna have some major consequences for Howard, and I really hope he doesn't get in too much trouble because how can you hate Guy? We also have Mike talking to Gus about Nacho and that has a great effect on the relationship between Mike and Nacho, as we see in that
scene of Mike with his granddaughter. Which makes it interesting to see what will happen next between these two great characters. We also have some scenes with Lalo that, do I need to talk about them or Lalo himself? Every time this guy is on the screen, he steals the program, so I don't think there's a need to talk about his big scenes. All in all,
this was a great first match for the last season and I'm anxious for the next excellent episodes that bring us, even though I'm a little sad that there's a one-month parenthesis between the two sides. April 06, 2022 by Nick Harley Den de Geek Jimmy McGill's last trip is almost over us. Better Call Saul Season 6 will be the program last season and, once
and for all, will exhibit the final transition of the adorable promising lawyer Jimmy McGill at once criminal attorney Saul Goodman (crime fraud). If Breaking Bad was the story of the transition of a man of Mr. Chips a Scarface, Better Call Saul is the story of a man trapped between the idealized version of himself that knows it could be and the least
reputable version of himself The world sees it as. This season, the idealized version will lose the fight, but surely it will collapse. In the official statement, the showrunner Peter Gould had this to say about the final season of Better Call Saul: "From the day one of the best-known Saul, my dream was to tell the full story of our complicated and committed
hero, see the full article in the den of geek »IMDB.com, Inc. is not held responsible for the content or accuracy of the news articles, tweets or blog previous publications. This content is published only for the entertainment of our users. Themof news, tweets and blog posts do not represent IMDB's opinions nor can we guarantee that reportsis
completely objective. visit the source responsible for the article in question to report any concerns you may have regarding content or accuracy. the episode begins with a jimmy scene reaching older customers. It's great to see him working on dreamers, and he reminds us why older people love him. bob odenkirk is almost hypnotizing in this scene.
While you look at him, you don't even notice what he's doing is morally ambiguous. When others begin to point it out, at first you feel outraged.You feel that jimmy has done nothing wrong. But gradually you realize they're right. This is exactly what you would expect from slippin 'jimmy with a title in law. When that spin of the first season was
revealed, I hated chuck. but after seeing the first season again and from this season, inhave to admit that he is right. jimmy is a little unorthodox to be a lawyer. This is the true brightness of the writing of gilligan and gould; even the "prince villain revelation" is actually an understandable and understandable character. I discovered that every scene
between bob odenkirk and michael mckean this season is completely haunting, and this episode was no exception. so far, all we've seen from jimmy is that others are forced to stay low. It seemed that the overwhelming force of the world would force him to become saul goodman. Instead, he has his promotion, and for the first time in a while, we see
jimmy failing due to flaws in his own character. This episode is the beginning of a deeper and complex arc for the program. We came to see that the worst fears of chuck may have been true, that the combination of slippin 'jimmy and james mcgill will create saul goodman. the episode also had a good setup for some stories with mike, although I
wonder if it will ever link backSaul. This was a great episode. episode was issued on 8 February 2015TV-14TV-1454 the public defender of the firm jimmy mcgill builds an elaborate so farplan to recover a couple of rich potential customers. Jimmy McGill, public defender, builds an elaborate and questionable plan to recover a couple of rich potential
customers. Jimmy McGill, public defender, builds an elaborate and questionable plan to recover a couple of rich potential customers. 26User ratings24Reviews Slow Starts...But get going! Most of us, like me, had great expectations as we sat down to see this much anticipated Pilot. And he didn't disappoint me! The first few minutes were a reminder
that Vince Gilligan was very dear Breaking Bad story style and it was enough to get me into Saul Goodman's story. The opening titles and music were not very impressive, but not bad. A large part of the episode is quite hilarious and keeps you interested in the character of Saul. But it is not only the comedy that keeps you hooked, but also the fate of
Saul and his twists and turns. Besides, with Vince Gilligan as the writer-director, you never know what will happen next. Bob Odenkirk is as good as it was in Breaking Bad and I'm pretty sure he'll be able to do justice to the evolution of Saul Goodman as we move forward in the series. What I loved: the writing of Vince Gilligan " direction, destiny and
tribulations of Saul and most importantly, the return of the 'imprevisibility that we associate with the scheme of Breaking Bad' that made it so delicious. What I didn't like very much: The music of the opening theme (after the epic title music of Breaking Bad, I hoped that his return would be to have an equally addictive melody), the plot will become a
bit slow in the middle (but rises at the end). In general, as a "commerciant" or "aperitif" this episode was perfect. I have a feeling that the main course is going to be absolutely fabulous. 8/10. Suggest aor add lost content What is the Spanish scheme for one (2015)? reply (2015)? reply
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